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Medical knowledge is a powerful instrument that is meant for
individual and collective good. Since the time of Hippocrates,
we have known it should never be abused, even if serious
misuses have occurred in modern history. Among the most
recent examples of harm is the compulsory collection of DNA
samples from ordinary people being carried out by the Chi-
nese authorities in Xinjiang province as part of a programme
of surveillance and control [1]. As members of ESHG, pro-
fessionals working in genetics and genomics, we feel that we
must point out the damage that such a collection may cause:
first to those directly affected, but also to the reputation of
academic and healthcare institutions (including ethics com-
mittees), companies and publishers, and the image of genetics
in the wider world. Such abuses of genetic tests and DNA
collection may damage the trust citizens put into genetics and
the promise of personalised medicine, and thus could impair
the future of genetic research and healthcare overall.

The recent announcement by Springer Nature of the
retraction of a 2019 paper [2] on Y-chromosome profiling of
ethnic minorities in China and of another on InDel profiling
[3], and the placing under scrutiny of more than two dozen
others for similar concerns, is an important step in the right
direction. However, it still appears that almost half of over
a thousand articles describing forensic genetics studies in
Chinese populations have at least one co-author from the
Chinese police, judiciary or related institutions. It is

impossible to carry out forensic population genetics research
in China independently from the Chinese authorities. All this
literature is thus potentially ethically tainted.

Publishers correctly require that the studies described in
submitted manuscripts have ethical approvals. However, they
may fail to recognise that some ethics committees may not
function or abide by expected ethical standards. For example,
multiple studies have been approved by ethics committees run
by the Chinese Ministries of Public Security or Justice. In the
retracted study on InDel markers, the investigation revealed
that out of four Chinese populations, ethical approval had
only been obtained for the Han majority group. Publishers
should conduct a mass reassessment of this literature and
require further information on consent and ethical approvals
in addition to considering whether the studies fulfil the basic
ethical requirements for non-maleficence, beneficence, justice
and veracity. Such an assessment would be important if, in the
future, any doubt arises about the data and the uses to which
they may be put.

These problems extend beyond China. For example, the Y-
chromosome haplotype reference database (YHRD), hosted
by the Charité University of Berlin, contains over 12,000
forensic Y-chromosome profiles from vulnerable Chinese
populations [4]. The YHRD also contains considerable mul-
tiple data sets on Roma people, and their over-representation
in the database is significant. For example, among 600
Y-chromosome profiles from Bulgaria, 311 are from Roma
individuals [5]. We would like to see an end to collaborations
between academic and clinical institutions worldwide and
institutions in countries carrying out widespread, unethical
DNA collections and/or analysis, and any databases con-
taining such material destroyed, or have any ethically pro-
blematic data removed. We would encourage institutions to
carry out regular reassessments of such databases, following
an initial assessment that considers the risk of potential abuse
and provides guidance on how it may be avoided.

We suggest that companies, too, should stop sales to the
institutions involved in ethically tainted genetic research.
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One of the largest companies serving the area, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, has decided to stop sales of equipment to
Xinjiang police forces, but such action by one company
alone is insufficient to tackle the problem. The retracted Y-
chromosome study on vulnerable Xinjiang minorities
involved authors from the Xinjiang police forces and used
Thermo Fisher products. The only effective way would
seem to be to stop sales to police and judiciary forces across
China of products used in the identification of humans by
means of molecular genetics. Other Western suppliers, such
as Promega and QIAGEN, should follow suit.

The US Government has imposed Magnitsky sanctions on
the Xinjiang public security authorities for human rights
abuses [6]. This means that American citizens and companies
are forbidden to interact with them. However, the US
Government itself has been carrying out a compulsory DNA
profiling on migrants crossing the border with Mexico. These
data will be lodged with the FBI, even though the sole
offence the individual may have committed is an attempt to
enter the country illegally. The problem of the unethical
collection of DNA samples is clearly not limited to China.

Another recent example comes from Kuwait, where, in
2015, the government became the first in the world to intro-
duce a law requiring the compulsory collection of DNA
samples from all citizens, residents and visitors to the country.
Such a measure was introduced purportedly to discourage
terrorism, but many suspected that it could lead to genetic
discrimination against some vulnerable minorities. The fol-
lowing year, after an international campaign against the
measure, led by European geneticists and a courageous
Kuwaiti lawyer, the law was dropped [7].

In Thailand, the compulsory collection of DNA came into
force in the south of the country in 2015 as part of an attempt
to curb insurgency by Muslim Malay rebels [8]. In that year
alone, samples were taken from more than 40,000 people,
according to a local police chief. More recently, DNA col-
lection has become a part of the military conscription process
for men residing in the southern provinces of Thailand [9].
Although they were asked to sign a consent form, the men
reported that they were given no information as to the pro-
posed use of their DNA or the duration of storage of their
DNA samples, nor were they told that it was legal to refuse
consent. Products from Thermo Fisher Scientific, QIAGEN
and Promega appear to be used by the Thai police force.

While China, the USA and Thailand are very different
countries from Kuwait, both in their size and their leadership,
the Kuwaiti example gives us reason to hope that international
pressure may have an effect. We are concerned that the
growing public awareness of abusive DNA collections will
have a detrimental effect on the image of genetics in the wider
world. The anti-vaccination movement started off small and
was supported by only a handful of mavericks. Few people
would have imagined that it would grow so quickly, and to

such an extent that a substantial proportion of the population
in many Western countries refrain from vaccinations,
depriving their children of potentially life-saving tools, and
also suggesting they might refuse to be vaccinated against
COVID-19.

Likewise, if awareness of the coercive nature of the
collection of some human DNA samples becomes wide-
spread, whether through accurate reporting or via con-
spiracy theories on social media, it may affect people’s
willingness to donate samples voluntarily and to contribute
to the research and diagnostic databases that are so impor-
tant in the quest for improving and advancing medical
knowledge and the treatment of diseases. As an example,
Hong Kong activists have reasonable concerns about a
possible diversion of biological samples for COVID-19
testing to forensic DNA profiling, and this has led to calls
for the avoidance of such testing.

Article 7 of the International Declaration on Human
Genetic Data (UNESCO, IBC 2003) states:

“Non-discrimination and non-stigmatization

(a) Every effort should be made to ensure that human
genetic data and human proteomic data are not used for
purposes that discriminate in a way that is intended to
infringe, or has the effect of infringing human rights,
fundamental freedoms or human dignity of an indivi-
dual or for purposes that lead to the stigmatization of an
individual, a family, a group or communities.

(b) In this regard, appropriate attention should be paid to
the findings of population-based genetic studies and
behavioural genetic studies and their interpretations”.

We can and must keep up the pressure to ensure that the
most basic rights to privacy and bodily integrity are
respected across the world. In this time of COVID-19,
Chinese science is increasingly under scrutiny from all
quarters. The country’s reaction to the pandemic has been
widely praised. It is surely not in their interest to damage
their standing in the scientific world by continuing with
what are clearly unethical and discriminatory practices.
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